Virtual experiments of heart valve tissues.
The heart valve tissue mainly contains collagen fibers and valve interstitial cells (VICs) and constantly experiences different stress states during cardiac cycles. Due to the anisotropic architecture of collagen fibers and highly inhomogeneous cell population, the mechanical behavior of the heart valve becomes more complicated. It is known that external mechanical stimuli can lead to extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling, cellular mechanotransduction, cell migration, and collagen synthesis; however, the mechanism of matrix-to-cell stress transfer remains unclear. Current study presents heterogeneously distributed collagen fibers responsible for transmitting forces into cells by an image-based finite element analysis incorporating histological photomicrographs of porcine heart valve tissues. Besides, nonlinear and anisotropic material properties tissue models are incorporated to quantify and visualize the overall stress distributions in heart valve tissues. By establishing an effectively predictive method with new computational tools and by performing virtual experiments on the heart valves, the role of load transmission in heart valves is clarified. The current study completely illustrates the stress distribution around cells and demonstrates the force transmission and reception between cells and matrix in the heart valve tissue. Therefore, our developed image-based finite element models provide new insights not only into clarifying the role of the force transmission and reception between heterogeneously distributed collagen fibers, but also a better understanding of relationships between the mechanical stimuli, cellular mechanotransduction, cell migration, matrix synthesis, and tissue remodeling in heart valves.